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Abstract 
The technologies cloud computing (CC) and artificial intelligence (AI) are 
very much on business horizon as smart transformation technologies for 
companies to be smarter once, so as to render their services in a smart way to 
their customer, meaning promptly, efficiently and economically that best sa-
tisfy the customers. This study is a study of the application of CC, and AI in 
the leading telecom MGA-MENA Company in the middle-east. The result of 
the application of the twin-technologies of cloud computing and artificial intel-
ligence is the increase in operational services, product efficiencies and better 
products and more customer satisfying services of a Smart MGA-MENA 
Company. The conclusion that follows is that the big telecom enterprises like 
MGA-MENA with a large customer base and every minute umpteen transac-
tions, cloud computing and artificial intelligence is a new and advanced 
business opportunity. So, it is suggested that telecoms need to be technologi-
cally dynamic and updated. 
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1. Introduction 

In the present digital transformation age, moving towards cloud computing 
(CC) has made a massive progress over the past few years, which transforms the 
traditional network communication architectures into a new one model, aiming 
to improve agility and reduce operation costs as cloud computing depends on 
sharing of resources which allow business to introduce new products and servic-
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es in many sectors. Cloud computing can be described as an IT paradigm that 
enables ubiquitous access to shared pools of configurable system resources and 
higher-level services that can be rapidly provisioned with minimal management 
effort, often over the Internet. Due to that, there is a huge amount of data from 
storage, transactions and connecting devices that become new sources for compet-
itive advantage to support telecom to sustain in highly competitive environment. 
This means telecom needs to be solution and service oriented and only connectiv-
ity provider. For example, an MGA-MENA Company, a world-renowned tele-
communications group, currently operating in 16 countries across the Middle 
East, Asia, and Africa, has deployed its cloud computing models offering signif-
icant improvements in its services and it aims to be the smart company making 
use of artificial intelligence in running its operation and managing customer ex-
perience. 

Today, telecommunication companies like MGA-MENA operate in complex 
environments and depend on the technology to run and develop scalable net-
work and deliver services to customers, where the main challenges for firms are 
to sustain by innovation and to improve, which is the only way forward. They 
have to make an intelligent and economical use of the new technologies of cloud 
computing and artificial intelligence, which are advancements or a step or two 
forward over computing and human intelligence. Robotics is another field of 
technological advancement. Beautifully, they are not competitive but comple-
mentary “techs”. 

In this new business scenario of giant organizations and new technologies, te-
lecoms stand out with their huge geographical and customer reach and number 
and complexities of their operations. The MGA-MENA, one of the largest tele-
com companies, has its operations spread over in the Middle East, Asia and 
Africa, with a big scale of operations. 

The objective of this study is to find: 
1) How integration between cloud computing and artificial intelligence (AI) 

will benefit and transform the operation in telecom sector. 
2) How AI impacts the operations in MGA-MENA with few successes or 

planned approaches along with their impacts on operational excellence or cus-
tomer experience that support to keep its position and rank higher as ICT in the 
MENA region. 

Artificial intelligence is known to be a big technical thing today, which is 
widely spreading its use and applications. It is the opposite of HI. It is said that 
artificial intelligence succeeds where human intelligence fails. 

2. Literature Review 

To start with, [1] in a seminal study of cloud computing vis-à-vis telecommuni-
cation companies brings out benefits out many benefits of cloud computing that 
accrue telecommunications in terms of capital, cost, time, marketing, customer 
relations, delivery of service, customer satisfaction, and not to say of profits. 
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They are free from computing problems, which are only means to business ends, 
can concentrate in service delivery to the best satisfaction of the customers. In 
sum, cloud computing is a better means of realizing business goals. 

In another study [2] suggests that the traditional strategy approach is increa-
singly ill equipped for a business environment that is being radically changed by 
new digital technology. The strategy development approaches need to be revised 
to remain relevant in the world of artificial intelligence, digital reengineering 
and cognitive computing. Dubai e-government is successful because of excellent 
information technology infrastructure, government support for innovations, 
sufficient finances, and the high e-participation of individuals and corporations 
[3]. 

Artificial intelligence is said to play an important role for telecom companies 
as it is customer profiles and provide them with offers based on their needs and 
interest. Moreover, AI supports operation team, by detecting and predicting 
system failure, and thereby provides instant corrective action [4]. Furthermore, 
AI can tackle customer service, for example, TOBi is a chatbot introduced by 
Vodafone to help customers by answering enquires online, support for problem 
trouble shooting, that will increase customer satisfaction [5]. 

According to [6], there has been an increase in the number of users of CC and 
AI and also the growth in telecommunication network size. The industry has 
experienced different needs and preferences from various users. The demand for 
customized networks has increased and this has made it impossible for this in-
dustry to manage their operations without artificial intelligent (AI). Cloud ro-
botics is a rapidly developing technology made possible by the current ubiquit-
ous internet connectivity and the growing number of powerful cloud computing 
services available [7]. The technology has been applied successfully to humanoid, 
industrial, mobile and other classes of robots, often through direct collabora-
tions between robot manufacturers and major IT companies. 

The communication industry is currently struggling with various operational 
issues such as designing, maintenance and management whereby with AI, in-
dustry stands to several benefits. Firms in communication industry need intelli-
gent decisions to manage their complex and dynamic operations. Through deep 
learning, machines can use existing training data in industry to analyze large 
amounts of data retrieved through data mining. AI will master this data such as 
traffic increasing the accuracy of decision made in this industry [6]. 

AI and cloud computing add value to the telecom sector through increased 
attention toward security, as there have been increasing incidences of insecurity 
resulting from broken networks and losses. Using AI, the security of systems has 
been increased whereby attacks can be detected automatically through machine 
learning. This has resulted in less attacks adding value to both the users and 
firms [8].  

With the ever-growing size of users in telecom sector, it has become impossi-
ble for humans to analyze the large amount of data that can be used in future 
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predictions. By AI and cloud computing, it has become possible to analyze large 
amount of data to classify traffic, have more accurate predictions, and detection 
of anomalies and thus optimize networks for better performance. This has re-
sulted in a better managed telecom sector that is more efficient, which eventually 
adds value to the services they offer to users. It is likely that through AI, users in 
the future will have customized packages and at the same time a specialized 
network that will meet their needs and this will only be made possible through 
AI and cloud computing [9].  

Nowadays, network is observed by algorithms that look for abnormal 
build-ups activity which may be a maker of malicious events such as Distributed 
Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks and attempted hacks. AI and CC is faster and 
more foolproof methods of anticipating threats on the network. [10]. Even 
though the adoption of AI in cloud is inescapable, there are challenges associated 
with it, and the significant one is to equip Manpower with skillsets on AI with 
cloud computing. The telecom sectors which apply that system will have to be 
prepared to spend a substantial amount of money on their staff to support them 
with knowledge and right skills to enable their success [11].  

Another challenge is investigating AI technology to perform predictive ana-
lytics. They are using cloud services to build and train machine learning models 
that help them to gain valuable, actionable insights. But these models are helpful 
only if they are supplied with the significant amounts of data. So, before deploy-
ing a cloud-based AI service, sectors must be sure that they have sufficient secu-
rity in place to protect their private data and that they are meeting all their com-
pliance requirements [12].  

According to a survey Accenture undertook to measure artificial intelligence 
potential economic impact on 16 industries by [13] found that AI can augment 
labor productivity by taking on low value-added or supporting tasks and thus 
enable workers to focus on high value work and businesses in every industry 
needs to consider AI as a potential change agent in their investment, innovation 
and human capital development strategies. 

According to [14] the artificial intelligence-based technologies call for altera-
tions in several branches of law; while interface technologies show the difficulty 
and complexity of regulating interdisciplinary fields. 

In the recent times, cloud computing and artificial intelligence technologies 
are introduced to various telecom sectors to improve performance, productivity 
and to increase satisfaction. Adopting these CC and AI technologies in telecom 
sectors poses a huge challenge in training and implementation [15]. Nonetheless, 
using CC and AI will improve several areas performance and productivity, re-
duce costs, improve sustainability, and increase users’ satisfaction, retention and 
loyalty in the long run. However, new threats may have to be taken care, for 
example, security, privacy, legal conflicts and risky reputation if it is used inap-
propriately. 
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3. Data Collection and Methodology 

The methodology used for the study of the application of CC, and AI in the 
leading telecom MGA-MENA Company in the middle-east is mainly through 
the primary and secondary method, which includes, interviews, observation, 
discussion with staff or groups and document in Engineering department which 
turned out to be good sources of information on the topic of the study. It was 
clearly observed that telecoms are playing a major role in artificial intelligence 
revolution, MGA-MENA Company had adopted this approach to eliminate hu-
man errors, and move towards operation excellence, reducing cost and faster 
time to respond to failure in network is the result of all this is to better customer 
experience. 

Artificial intelligence and cloud computing had put MGA-MENA as the lead-
er in ICT domain in the United Arab Emirates. Cloud computing had enabled 
the MGA-MENA Engineering to have centralized database of all records of the 
networks, customer connectivity and data traffic. This allowed the Engineering 
to develop from a reactive to a proactive company where AI plays a major role 
which is expected to be increased gradually in coming years. Further, 
MGA-MENA Company is working to build two state of art Point of Presence 
POP to service EXPO2020 in Dubai that is fully cloud based with correlation 
with artificial intelligence that represent future telecom network, to deliver a 
cutting-edge digital experience to 25 million expected visitors. 

4. Digital Transformation Strategy 

MGA-MENA Company has a clear journey roadmap to fulfill the digital trans-
formation strategy driven by AI. Hence, the telecom network was transformed 
from legacy architecture to the telecom cloud architecture; with the deployment 
of data centers, network function virtualization, NFV & Software-defined net-
working SDN touching the way of storing data, network itself and infrastructure 
topology, to provide intelligent and faster service to customer, improve opera-
tion practice and enable quick deployment of network technologies, as many 
current and future demand required features or capabilities that old telecom 
network cannot provide or have limitation for implementing comprehensive 
solution driven by AI [16]. This transformed Engineering and IT infrastructure 
is simpler with less hardware, and is more agile and flexible in term of vendor 
selection and separated hardware than software, which was one of legacy net-
work limitation. This means the telecom becoming more software-based with 
centralized controlling (called orchestrator in telecom) which acts as brain 
which benefits from modern Application Programming Interface API which 
support MGA-MENA to shift responsibility of service resiliency from hardware 
to software. Therefore, it is essential to guarantee that awarded vendor is adher-
ing to standards of Cloud Intelligence architecture principles and supports 
MGA-MENA Company. 

For examples, telecom equipment NMS is being shifted to be software in ra-
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ther than hardware, and some Mobile Core system such as Evolved Packet Core 
EPC become virtual over cloud network benefiting from NFV infrastructure and 
open door for intelligent operation supported by AI and machine learning 
enabling Engineering in MGA-MENA to have high optimization, efficient re-
source utilization and reduced CAPX cost. 

It is worth to mention that MGA-MENA shifted their access network to fiber 
topology to become more agile via Gigabit Passive Optical Network (GPON) 
where penetration exceeded 92% in populated area and presently network will 
be further enhanced with Virtual customer premises equipment (vCPE) that ena-
ble moving some of router function to cloud, which will support MGA-MENA 
Company to simplify and speed service delivery and open door for innovative 
service or solution and this mainly targets enterprise as phase one, where it will 
enable MGA-MENA Company to implement AI or machine learning at the top 
of this solution to enhance customer experience, deliver new product faster and 
improve service management [17]. Another transformation is moving mobile 
access network from silo site structure to cloud/virtual Radio Access Network 
vRAN by pooling Baseband Units BBU’s in central exchanges and front haul 
connectivity will be from POP to last mile to provide better features to customer, 
optimize network and enable intelligent service provision to customer in term of 
bandwidth requirement, traffic streaming and mobility connectivity. 

5. Operation Excellence 

The correlation of cloud with AI allows Engineering to benefit from cloud ser-
vices with NFV to capture all networks’ events and start machine learning po-
wered by integration with orchestrator based on APIs and multiple sources of 
database, virtual network and SDN which would lead to continuously improved 
customer experience and provide innovative self-care portal to customer and 
keep network in optimum level by adopting self-healing. Also, by having NFV 
network powered by artificial intelligence, automated network optimization can 
be achieved benefiting from the data analysis done by AI engine from multiple 
sources and knowledge database along with machine learning leading to better 
support for traffic optimization, resources relocation, predicting failure and 
doing continuous assurance for network. Due to that operation staff now free of 
many repetitive tasks can focus on area that need their expertise, which support 
MGA-MENA to reduce OPEX, better respond to network issue and auto fault 
restoration. However, the usage rate is still low and the target to reach more than 
20% of operation activities to be done via AI, which is only possible for service 
or network on Cloud/NFV. 

Three examples of the benefit explored in MGA-MENA are self-service portal 
(Motiv), auto self-healing and auto capacity planning in access network side. 
Starting with Motiv, customer can troubleshoot his e-Life line services via 
MGA-MENA App where system will do full analysis of customer problem and 
then do necessary change and rectification without call and contacting MGA-MENA 
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Company. Such solution support to resolve more than 1 million cases, and such 
solution was not possible over legacy network. Second, network self-healing 
where millions of data including network behavior, network traffic and NMS 
alarms indication are continuously monitored and analyzed to predict any poss-
ible failure with end to end performance evaluation, where AI does comprehen-
sive verification of network, including checking if there is planned outage in 
network to do best re-route of traffic and allocate required resources. 

It is important to mention that in all cases ticket is open to capture all data re-
lated to incident or performance issue, which is fuel for machine learning. 
However, adaptation of this is still at the beginning and not at expected level. 
There is a long future for network self-healing. 

Third, auto capacity planning, which is still under developed and is currently 
done manually by analyzing data from different sources such as CRM, system 
connection inventory and forecast. Then plan is set for access network system 
expansion yearly and recently every 6 months, it is a lengthy process and needs 
expert planning. However, AI will be doing frequent data analysis from all 
sources to build solid plan and reduce error from current practice as system will 
learn from CRM, velocity of demand on particular area, available resources and 
it will enrich with updated forecast so plan will be there for right time to do ex-
pansion, volume of connection needed, type of customers and load per systems 
based on requested services to avoid any congestion in system uplinks. 

6. Product Strategy 

MGA-MENA Company has built a system that can learn from customer expe-
rience and make on time decision or suggestion for customer requirement via 
machine learning & service orchestrator. Also, what supports this is to the 
MGA-MENA Company strategy to implement vCPE as highlighted earlier as 
this will lead to revenue generation and customer satisfaction. vCPE will allow 
targeted business customer only in this stage to select service needed and then 
process will begin automatically to provision needed services as entire process, 
system allocation, optimized route and virtual resources will be configured, and 
service will be ready to use and adjust base on need in short period compared to 
time taken in traditional lock contracted service where provision of some part is 
done manually with human intervention. Adding an example for customer ex-
perience, is identifying specific type of mobile famous data traffic like Instagram 
or other social media application and allocate best shortest international route to 
ensure best on class customer experience. 

Another example of how MGA-MENA benefits from the transformation of 
IPTV under e-life package to NFV & SDN is where digital store is empowered by 
AI to bring an exciting and customized experience to each customer depending 
on AI analytics of data related to customer usage, interest and favorites, as all 
these data capture enables to recommend and tailor VoD in main screen, also 
recommend next possible like VoD. Moreover, MGA-MENA Company received 
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an award for their innovative e-Life TV interface and changes of how telecom 
operates such service as engine provider both unique experience per customer 
and presents in a way that attract him based on his profile, also and differentia-
tion is there for adult or kids. 

7. Use of Case Support and SME 

To increase the benefit of this correlation with engaging staff is to be part of this 
transformation, MGA-MENA Company established Lab with an environment 
similar to its network with variety of functions and tools, so staff can test and ve-
rify needed approach. For received ideas expert team will work to examine the 
concept to maximize the number of use cases and benefit from SME in team 
domain to transfer work toward AI Cloud. 

8. Analysis 

The qualitative data was analyzed based on key work related to concept and then 
coding was done to identify the benefit of cloud computing with artificial intel-
ligence correlation where cloud computing, and AI are inter-related technologies 
for telecom world that support them to be more agile, deploy service faster and 
be smarter operation. With this correlation, it was clearly observed that service 
provider can continuously improve customer experience in an autonomous way 
as well as support in auto network optimization, self-healing and intelligent ca-
pacity planning. The correlation benefits telecom to shift responsibility of service 
provision from hardware to software, so telecom moves towards soft-
ware-defined networking along with deploying virtualized network functions 
powered by artificial intelligence where high computing power supports telecom 
to develop logic on top of these, which uplift their capabilities that shows direct 
relationship of the concept that we verified. This is considered major a trans-
formation when compared to traditional telecom network as demand for custo-
mized networks has increased and this has made it impossible for the industry to 
manage its operations without artificial intelligence. 

The result of this correlation along with benefits demonstrated in the way 
MGA-MENA has transformed its infrastructure, doing its operation, deploying 
service and react to customer experience, also the movement to modernize its 
network as intelligence cannot be achieved with legacy systems networks. The 
competitive advantages that MGA-MENA can avail from this correlation is 
represented in many use cases implemented along with many initiatives in pipe 
line to fulfill MGA-MENA strategy to be smarter company. The degree of suc-
cess will depend on several factors appear in concern for security and com-
pliance along with needed regulation to govern this approach in addition effi-
cient storing of data to build a logic for intelligence. Also, telecom needs to take 
into consideration that machine learning and deep learning techniques require a 
huge number of calculations to be made very quickly which means they use a lot 
of processing power so logic/algorithm to be efficient and to use real needed use 
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cases to avoid over utilizing the resources from cloud. 

9. Conclusions 

The movement toward cloud computing has made massively progress with most 
telecom companies aiming to transform legacy network to modernized network 
dependent on network function virtualization with software-defined networking 
to compete and sustain in competitive pressure of a fast-changing environment. 
MGA-MENA Company’s many years’ working has modernized its network. 
However, just moving to cloud is not enough, as intelligent decisions to manage 
complex and dynamic operations become necessity and impossible for humans 
to analyze a large number of data, where in AI importance comes to add value to 
cloud leading to better traffic classification, more accurate network fault predic-
tions time optimization and heightened customer services. So, cloud computing 
and AI is found to be better business model. 

However, the AI and cloud computing model fits well for telecom companies 
with a big customer base and a large number of operations at any given time. 
The study is a modest contribution to the knowledge of large business opera-
tions like telecoms and how they can make themselves there effective by not only 
management but also technological innovations such as the integration of cloud 
computing with artificial intelligence. 
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